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“The next great female voice of this
generation in Donna Herrick.” Billboard
“The dynamic new partnership
on the Americana scene today.”
- Skope Magazine

“Authentic American Music.”
- The Alternate Root

Herrick Is: Donna Herrick: Lead Vocal, Mandolin
Kerry Herrick: Vocal, Bass
Jefferson Rogers: Lead Guitar
Jeff Bradshaw: Drums and Percussion
From Nashville Tennessee…they are award-winning, and dancing on a multi-genre musical radar. And now,
after the trendsetting self-made album, New Dance, Herrick is back with another ballsy opus.
Cottonfields was produced by Herrick and veteran producer David Walker. Vocalist Donna Herrick, husband
and bass player, Kerry Herrick, the guitarist Jefferson Rogers, and drummer Jeff Bradshaw, began writing the
album in 2014. The result is an album that offers a panoramic sonic experience, with a variety of themes, all
wrapped in characteristic Herrick musicianship, showcasing Donna’s power vocals with driving harmonies. It is
a kind of roots/rock Americana music that borders on folk literature. Themes of empowerment, freedom,
spirituality, the importance of preserving traditions and cultures are woven throughout “Cottonfields.” The title
track is authentic American music. It is an intricate mix of primitive music that was brought here by immigrants,
wanderers and slaves and was blended into a joyful language that changed the way the world thinks about
music. Like others before them, Herrick explores their musical influences and adds that unique Herrick touch.

Herrick has become known for the band’s high energy live performances. Herrick is one of busiest touring acts
on the road, and all of that mileage and direct fan contact has provided an excellent education for the band in
what people love and want to hear.
Killer pipes and mold shattering songwriting come together in an album that transcends genre. The new album
defines no-holds-barred by combining the very roots of American music with an openly rockin’ and
revolutionary flavor.
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Cottonfields represents a rite of passage for a band that is knocking on the door of
greatness. Cottonfields available now.

